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When the painter Jorge Riveros returned to Colombia in 1975, he did so as an artist different
from the one who departed the country just over a decade earlier. The former student and
teacher of figurative painting, whose eyes occasionally wandered toward imported European
avant-garde experiments, arrived in his native country bearing the marks of a new abstract
sensibility. He had been living, working, and exhibiting in Germany, where the remnants of
earlier international dialogues on abstraction began to exert their influence upon him. Riveros
would continue this dialogue after his return to South America, but following in the footsteps of
his hero Joaquín Torres-García, would attempt to synthesize European traditions with South
America’s own abstract lineage apparent in indigenous artistry. In recent years, the artist has
come to gain the attention that his work deserves, and more about his art historical genealogy
has come to the fore. Leon Tovar, who has previously included the artist in several group
shows, is once again pleased to welcome Riveros’s paintings to New York for his first solo
exhibition at the Gallery. The work on view encompasses both early and more recently
completed canvases, as well as several examples of Riveros’s preliminary plans. Many of these
often colorful and nearly fully developed preparatory sketches were painted while the artist was
still living in Germany, and have only been realized in the past several years.
Consisting primarily of geometric color planes, Riveros’s paintings
belie an apparent debt to the non-objective art of Dutch De Stijl
and Soviet Constructivism. Some of his earliest mature works
were created in homage to Piet Mondrian, while the
correspondence between his 1976 Construcción en rojo and El
Lizzitsky’s Beat the Whites With the Red Wedge (1920) is uncanny.
Such breadth of visual language should come as no surprise given
that multiple traditions of European abstraction would come
together in precisely the country where Riveros would reside, in
that famous and profoundly influential hub for international artists,
the German Bauhaus. Although painting held a precarious place at
the Bauhaus in light of its emphasis on experimental design,1 there
are strong formal ties between several of the Bauhaus’s artist-
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professors and Riveros. László Moholy-Nagy, Wassily Kandinsky, and De Stijl influence from the
likes of Theo van Doesburg were all present in the Bauhaus, the latter artist entering into
debates over the nature of abstraction with none other than Torres-García in early 1930s
Paris. We might also observe the striking formal similarities that link the early glass paintings of
the famous Bauhaus professor Josef Albers—who would also later mine the indigenous design of
Central America for echoes within modernist aesthetics—to Riveros’s abstract paintings. The
formal congruence between the German’s Fabrik (Factory, 1925), for example, and the
Colombian’s Amarillo (Yellow, 1975–2013) is striking.
But it is Albers’s “Homage to the Square” series that provides
an additional precedent for situating Riveros’s painting
practice historically, while also articulating important points of
difference. The spatial ambiguities, the vibrations of the
Bauhaus master’s seemingly endless variation of layered
squares, find their complement in the optical oscillations of
Riveros’s paintings, which are themselves repeated
rearrangements of geometric forms. Indeed, the two come
close in defense of their prodigious and consistent output
when the German asks and answers his own question during
an interview for the Archives of American Art: “Why do I
have to have hundreds of studies of my "C-clefs" [sic.] and
Amarillo, 1975–2013
select finally 30 of them? And why do I paint squares since
1959, in the same design, in the same arrangement; Because I do not see that there is, in any
visual articulation, one final solution.”2 Albers may as well have been describing the creative
process of the Colombian, who advocates drawing one hundred sketches to prepare for a
painting, then for a break drawing one hundred more. Riveros likens this constant repetition and
experimentation with form as learning a language.
In spite of their shared interest in materiality and order—a mathematical schema guided the
German’s “Homage” while the Colombian appeals to the Golden Ratio—the two differed in the
specifics of their own abstract languages, which reflects a wider split between Riveros’s practice
and geometric abstraction more broadly. The Colombian’s gestural application of paint is an
idiosyncratic marker of difference from the strain of geometric abstraction that emphasizes
crisp, hard edges and solid color. Indeed, a defining feature of much geometric art is its
reservation toward expression and subjectivity, and its aversion to anything that would refer the
image back to observable reality. Such impulses are particularly evident in Argentina’s Madi
group and Brazilian concretism (which drew from Bauhaus student, Max Bill). While it is evident
that the various abstract schools that filtered through the Bauhaus profoundly marked Riveros,
it is to his credit that he would distill a blend of both concrete and expressive potentials. His
paintings reveal geometry infused with motion and the visible renderings of the artist’s hand, the
human subject, a combination that adds ever more diversity of method to the international
dialogue on abstraction.
A catalogue accompanies this exhibition.
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